Altruism can evolve when relatedness is low: evidence from bacteria committing suicide upon phage infection
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High relatedness among interacting individuals has generally been considered a precondition for the evolution of altruism. However, kin-selection theory also predicts the evolution of altruism when relatedness is low, as long as the cost of the altruistic act is minor compared with its benefit. Here, we demonstrate evidence for a low-cost altruistic act in bacteria. We investigated Escherichia coli responding to the attack of an obligately lytic phage by committing suicide in order to prevent parasite transmission to nearby relatives. We found that bacterial suicide provides large benefits to survivors at marginal costs to committers. The cost of suicide was low, because infected cells are moribund, rapidly dying upon phage infection, such that no more opportunity for reproduction remains. As a consequence of its marginal cost, host suicide was selectively favoured even when relatedness between committers and survivors approached zero. Altogether, our findings demonstrate that low-cost suicide can evolve with ease, represents an effective host-defence strategy, and seems to be widespread among microbes. Moreover, low-cost suicide might also occur in higher organisms as exemplified by infected social insect workers leaving the colony to die in isolation.

1. Introduction

Kin-selection theory [1] predicts that an altruistic behaviour is favoured if its fitness cost (c) to the actor is outweighed by its fitness benefit (b) to the recipient times the genetic relatedness (r at the cooperative trait) between the actor and the recipient (rb > c, Hamilton’s rule). Consistent with theory, the importance of relatedness for the evolution of altruism has been demonstrated in numerous studies [2]. It most clearly emerged in comparative work showing that high relatedness was key for the evolution of reproductive altruism in social insects [3,4], birds [5] and mammals [6]. However, Hamilton’s rule can also predict the evolution of altruism when relatedness is low, for example, in situations where the cost of altruism is minor compared with its benefit. In the extreme case where cost approaches zero, Hamilton’s rule reduces to rb > 0, such that altruism can be favoured even when r tends towards zero.

Here, we demonstrate evidence of such a low-cost altruistic act in Escherichia coli bacteria, which express an abortive infection system (Abi) that responds to lethal phage attacks by causing infected cells to die together with the infecting phage. From an evolutionary perspective, the expression of an Abi system could reflect an altruistic act that allows infected bacteria to commit suicide in order to prevent parasite transmission to nearby relatives. Bacteria possess a number of Abi mechanisms, which usually involve joint actions by a prophage (a phage integrated into the bacterial genome) or a plasmid that encodes the genes for the abortive infection, and the bacterium, which transcribes and synthesizes the abortive machinery [7–11]. Important to note is that in many cases...
the interests of the bacterium and an already resident prophage become completely aligned upon obligately lytic phage infection (i.e. infection by phages that do not insert into the bacterial genome, but kill the bacterium instantly), such that they can be regarded as one genetic entity [12].

Although Abi systems have long been considered by some to reflect altruistic acts [8], a rigorous test involving the measurement of parameters of Hamilton’s rule is lacking. We accomplished this by measuring the benefit and cost of suicide, as well as the effect of relatedness on suicide in E. coli carrying the prophage λ (henceforth E. coli λ), which encodes the Rex abortive infection system [13]. The Rex system codes for an intracellular sensor (RexA) that is activated upon infection by the obligately lytic phage T4 [14]. RexA then activates a membrane-anchored ion channel (RexB), which immediately results in the drop of the membrane potential and the cellular ATP levels, finally leading to the death of the bacterium, its prophage and the infecting phage [8]. To assess the benefit of the Rex system, we infected altruistic E. coli λ cells with phage T4II in liquid-shaken medium and compared their fitness with an infected, non-altruistic E. coli strain (carrying the control prophage HK97, henceforth E. coli HK97). To measure intrinsic (maintenance) and extrinsic (inefficiency) costs of the Rex system, we competed E. coli λ against E. coli HK97 in the absence and presence of phages. In both types of competition assays, costs of suicide should manifest in E. coli HK97 outcompeting E. coli λ. Finally, we manipulated relatedness at the altruistic trait by competing E. coli λ against E. coli HK97 in medium containing different amounts of agarose. Bacterial dispersal is limited in more solid medium [15,16], which increases relatedness among interacting individuals (i.e. Rex-carriers interact more often among themselves than expected based on their relative frequency in the population).

2. Material and methods

(a) Strains

We used E. coli str. K-12 substr. MG1655 in all experiments. Two strains carrying different prophages were constructed by infection with either temperate phage λ Pφ4 or HK97 (henceforth referred to as E. coli λ and E. coli HK97). Escherichia coli λ expresses the suicide trait, whereas E. coli HK97 does not. Because both prophages belong to the same immunity group, they do not transmit in a co-culture, and hence the phenotypic difference between the two E. coli strains is reduced to the suicide trait. Both strains were marked with plasmids pGFP and pDsRed carrying genes for fluorescent proteins under an inducible promoter. Specifically, the GFPmut3 variant from plasmid pMA3 and a fast-maturing DsRed1 from pCLR7 were PCR-amplified with primers containing BamHI and HindIII restriction sites (GFPmut3) or BamHI HindIII restriction sites (DsRed), and cloned into pGDR11,2 a pQE31-based vector with an isopropyl β-d-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)-inducible promoter. Colonies that appeared bright green or red with 100 μM IPTG were picked, and the insert was verified by digestion and PCR. Primer sequences (5′–3′) for PCR verification were AGGTACCT AGTAAAAGGACAAGAATTTT (5′-GFP), GATAAGCTTTTATT TGATAGGCTTCATCCA (3′-GFP), CGCGGATCCTGCATCCACC GAGGAGCTCATCCA (5′-DsRed), GGGAAGCTTCTACAGGAACAG GGGAAGCTTCTACAGGAACAG (3′-DsRed).

We used phage T4II, a mutant strain of phage T4 that is susceptible to the Rex system of λ lysogens of E. coli [14]. The strain was plated on a lawn of E. coli, a single plaque was cored and used to obtain a high-titer stock via plate lysis. The stock was stored in sodium, magnesium, gelatin buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 8 mM MgSO4, 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 0.01% gelatin) at 4°C. A drop of chloroform was added to prevent contamination by other micro-organisms.

(b) Experimental conditions

We carried out all experiments in lysogeny broth (10 g l−1 tryptone, 5 g l−1 yeast extract, 10 g l−1 NaCl; Sigma, Switzerland) supplemented with 100 μg ml−1 ampicillin (Sigma) to prevent plasmid loss and 200 μM IPTG (Sigma) to induce fluorescent proteins. Where indicated, agarose (Invitrogen) was added to impose population structure. All experiments were initiated using overnight cultures of E. coli λ and E. coli HK97.

To assess the benefit of host suicide, monocolonies of E. coli λ and E. coli HK97 (5 × 106 cells) were infected with 0, 5, 50, 5 × 104, 5 × 105, 5 × 104, 5 × 105, 5 × 106, 5 × 105 or 5 × 106 pfu of phage T4II in 100 μl medium in 96-well plates. All treatments were replicated four times; controls without T4II were replicated eight times. Cultures were incubated in a plate reader (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) at 37°C and shaken at regular intervals (2 min), at which optical densities (600 nm) were measured. Here, we used strains carrying pGFP.

To estimate intrinsic (maintenance) costs of encoding the suicide system, we mixed E. coli λ and E. coli HK97 in a 50 : 50 ratio (5 × 105 cells in total) in 500 μl medium in a 96-deep well plate in the absence of T4II. Cultures were replicated 24 times for each marker combination, whereby each culture was based on an independent overnight culture. Cultures were incubated overnight at 37°C in an orbital shaker (400 r.p.m., a glass bead was added to each well to ensure proper mixing). Frequencies of both strains were measured before and after overnight growth using flow cytometry and used to calculate fitness of E. coli λ relative to E. coli HK97 for every replicate.

The Rex system might also incur extrinsic costs, for example because of mistakes (e.g. mortality rate upon T4II infection might be lower than 100%, such that suicide is sometimes in vain resulting in the loss of direct reproduction). We estimated putative extrinsic costs of suicide in well-shaken medium. Here, the relatedness among interacting individuals is expected to be low, and any costs associated with suicide should result in the relative increase in E. coli HK97, which does not pay the cost, but still benefits from suicide (see [17,18] for theory). Specifically, we mixed E. coli λ and E. coli HK97 in various frequencies (5 × 106 cells in total) in 100 μl medium in the presence (106 pfu, multiplicity of infection (MOI) = 0.02) or absence of T4II. The volumetric mixing frequencies of E. coli λ were 10, 50, 90, 95, 99 and 99.9 per cent, which corresponded to the actual mixing frequencies of 18.6, 66.3, 95.7, 98.0, 99.1 and 99.8 per cent (carrying pGFP), and 11.5, 51.0, 90.5, 95.5, 98.4 and 99.5 per cent (carrying pDsRed) assessed by flow cytometry. All treatments were replicated four times for both marker combinations. Cultures were incubated for 8 h in a plate reader at 37°C and shaken in 2 min intervals, after which optical densities (600 nm) were measured. Final frequencies of both strains were measured using flow cytometry.

To measure the fitness consequences of host suicide in structured environments, we mixed strains (105 cells) in volumetric frequencies of 0.1 per cent and 50 per cent E. coli λ (actual frequencies assessed by flow cytometry were 0.38 per cent and 46.6 per cent, carrying pGFP; and 0.56 per cent and 43.0 per cent, carrying pDsRed) in 20 μl medium. The mix was supplemented with 0, 103, 104, 105, 106 and 107 pfu of phage T4II, and then added on top of 1 ml medium containing 0.4 per cent agarose in 24-well plates. All treatments were replicated four times for both marker combinations. Cultures were incubated at 37°C overnight, followed by strain frequency estimation using flow cytometry.
To measure the fitness consequences of host suicide in environments with reduced population density, the same 50:50 mix as above was used. Cells (10^5) in 20 µl medium were supplemented with 0 or 10^3 pfu of phage T4II and added into 1 ml medium containing 0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 per cent agarose in 24-well plates. All treatments were replicated four times for both marker combinations. Cultures were incubated at 37 °C overnight in an orbital shaker (250 r.p.m.), followed by strain frequency estimation using flow cytometry. Because cultures grown with T4II in 0 per cent agarose went extinct, no frequencies could be measured at this agarose concentration.

(c) Flow cytometry
Following competition, bacterial co-cultures were diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (Sigma), and 20,000 cells per sample were analysed (FACSCalibur, BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Samples were excited at a wavelength of 488 nm, whereas emission was detected at 510 (GFP) and 560 nm (DsRed). The use of GFP and DsRed is ideal here, because both markers can be excited with the same wavelength. Data were filtered by gating based on forward and side scatter, after which cells were counted based on fluorescence intensity using WEASEL v. 3.0.1 (Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Parkville, Victoria, Australia).

(d) Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were carried out with R v. 2.15.0. [19]. Maximum doubling times were estimated by fitting a Gompertz growth model [20] to the monoculture growth data obtained during the first 180 min following incubation. Doubling times were compared across treatments with a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), including the dose of phage T4II as a discrete explanatory variable. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were carried out with Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) test (95% confidence interval, CI).

We first calculated the Malthusian fitness (m) of E. coli λ as

\[ m = \log \left( \frac{f_{E. coli \ λ \ end \ HK97}}{f_{E. coli \ λ \ start \ HK97}} \right) \]

[21,22], where f with the respective subscript is the frequency of E. coli λ or E. coli HK97 at the beginning or the end of the competition in the same replicate. Fitness is thus based on the shift in strain frequencies that occurred during the time of competition, with fitness values of m > 0 or m < 0 signifying competitive advantages of E. coli λ or E. coli HK97, respectively.

Analysis of this first measure of fitness revealed significant effects of the marker plasmids in the absence of the phage. Strains with pGFP generally performed better than their competitors with pDsRed (average m of E. coli λ pGFP ± 95% CI: 1.06 ± 0.82; E. coli λ pDsRed: −0.95 ± 0.78; Student’s t-test, \( t_{w}=17.2, p < 0.0001 \)), suggesting that pDsRed bears higher costs. However, this effect was consistent and independent of the strain itself: m of E. coli λ pGFP did not significantly differ from the absolute [−m] of E. coli λ pDsRed (Student’s t-test, \( t_{w}=0.95, p = 0.35 \)). To control for this marker effect in the presence of the phage, we used a modified formula for m, which compared the final frequencies of E. coli λ (carrying a given plasmid marker) between competitions with ((E. coli λ + T4II) and without ((E. coli λ + T4II) phage T4II: m = log(\( \frac{f_{E. coli \ λ + T4II, HK97 end}}{f_{E. coli \ λ + T4II, HK97 start}} \)). Because replicates in treatment and control competitions were not paired, the final frequency in each treatment replicate was compared with the average final frequency across all control replicates.

We used Student’s t-tests to compare fitness estimates or to test whether they were significantly different from 0. Furthermore, we fitted full factorial ANOVAs to fitness values (response variable), including the factors ‘dose of T4II’ (continuous), ‘initial frequency of E. coli λ’ (discrete), ‘agarose concentration’ (continuous) and ‘marker colour’ (discrete). Our data is deposited at Dryad: doi:10.5061/dryad.b1q2n.

3. Results

(a) The benefit of host suicide
In liquid-shaken medium, we found that very low numbers of T4II were sufficient to eradicate E. coli HK97 cultures (figure 1a). By contrast, E. coli λ exhibited unhindered growth that was not significantly different from an uninfected control culture (max. doubling time 24.65 ± 6.92 min; mean ± 95% CI) at MOI (the phages-to-bacteria ratio) < 1 (at MOI = 10\(^{-4}\); 22.91 ± 3.39, Tukey’s HSD test, p > 0.99; 10\(^{-5}\); 22.98 ± 6.23, p > 0.99; 10\(^{-6}\); 21.69 ± 2.34, p = 0.94; 10\(^{-7}\); 21.91 ± 3.38, p = 0.96; 10\(^{-8}\); 22.57 ± 7.30, p = 0.99; 0.1: 26.93 ± 13.95, p = 0.98; figure 1b). This demonstrates that host suicide clears the infection, thereby saving the clonal population from extinction. While at MOI = 1, growth was significantly delayed (44.74 ± 14.24, p < 0.0001), we observed no growth at MOI > 1, a pattern compatible with population extinction occurring when all bacterial cells commit suicide upon simultaneous infection with T4II (figure 1b).

(b) The cost of host suicide
In the absence of T4II and taking marker effects into account, we found no evidence that the frequency of E. coli λ...
suicidal strain is not sufficiently common, because T4rII multiplication (burst size 100–300) within E. coli HK97 outweighs suicide-based phage eradication.

(c) Relatedness and the evolution of host suicide

The earlier-mentioned analyses in well-mixed cultures (where relatedness \( r \approx 0 \)) show that owing to its cost-free nature, altruistic host suicide can be maintained even with \( r = 0 \) (i.e. non-suicidal strains cannot invade). On the other hand, the data also show that altruistic host suicide cannot evolve with \( r = 0 \) because populations go extinct before invasion of the Abi trait is possible. Thus, we predict marginal relatedness \( (r < 0) \) to be required for successful invasion. Our fitness assays in structured environments confirmed this hypothesis.

In a highly structured environment (0.4% agarose, high relatedness), we found that T4rII infections could always be stopped, even at very high MOIs normally sufficient to eradicate E. coli \( \lambda \) in liquid culture. Furthermore, E. coli \( \lambda \) significantly outcompeted E. coli HK97 under all conditions (figure 3a), whereby the relative fitness of E. coli \( \lambda \) significantly increased with phage concentration (ANOVA: \( F_{1,72} = 24.66, p < 0.0001 \)) but was independent of the initial frequency of E. coli \( \lambda \) (\( F_{1,72} = 1.51, p = 0.22 \)). These findings are consistent with the view that phage–bacteria interaction occurred at a local scale, where T4rII managed to drive local E. coli HK97 patches to extinction. By contrast, T4rII was eradicated from E. coli \( \lambda \) patches owing to suicide, leading to large fitness benefits for surviving E. coli \( \lambda \), even when initially rare.

Crucially, we observed that E. coli \( \lambda \) also experienced large fitness benefits when moving from solid (0.4% agarose, reflecting high relatedness) to almost liquid (in 0.025% agarose-shaken medium, reflecting relatedness close to zero) conditions (figure 3b). This shows that even marginal population structure suffices for E. coli \( \lambda \) to significantly outcompete E. coli HK97. Moreover, our data show that fitness benefits for E. coli \( \lambda \) significantly peaked at intermediate agarose concentrations (quadratic regression: \( F_{2,37} = 5.59, p = 0.008 \), figure 3). This pattern indicates that in extremely structured environments not only bacteria but also phage mobility is greatly limited. Consequently, susceptible E. coli HK97 performs better in these environments because of a reduced risk of encountering phages.

4. Discussion

We showed that E. coli \( \lambda \) suicide upon T4rII infection was highly beneficial as it saved the clonal population from extinction, but entailed no detectable cost for cells committing suicide. This resulted in suicidal behaviour being favoured even when relatedness between committers and survivors approached zero. No detectable costs of suicide could arise owing to a combination of low metabolic maintenance costs of the Rex system, and the fact that infected bacteria are moribund anyway. Because infection causes the rapid death of the host, an infected individual has little or no opportunity to reproduce until its death, such that the commitment of suicide might simply hasten an individual’s inevitable doom. Our findings demonstrate that altruistic host suicide can clearly be delimited from other forms of suicidal behaviours in microbes, such as cell lysis to release toxins [25] or nutrients [26], cell sacrifices to overcome immune systems [27] or to form fruiting body stalks [28,29].
In contrast to the altruistic suicide described in our study, these other behaviours require substantial relatedness among interacting individuals because suicidal cells lose direct fitness benefits.

The absence of detectable costs for E. coli suicide further raises the question, whether this behaviour represents a true altruistic act, which per some definitions implies $c > 0$ [30,31]. There are two ways to deal with this issue. First, it could be argued that, although not detectable with our methods, there are certainly some costs ($c > 0$) involved in Rex maintenance, such that E. coli suicide indeed represents an altruistic act. For instance, marginal costs of carrying Rex might be masked in our experiment because the two prophages (HK97 and $\lambda$) differ in a number of minor aspects other than Rex. Second, $c = 0$ could be true, in that case E. coli suicide could be considered as a novel type of cooperative behaviour, which is neither altruistic ($c > 0$) nor mutually beneficial ($c < 0$) [31]. However, we do not think that the proclamation of a novel type of cooperative behaviour is useful, and rather endorse the view that the definition of altruism should be expanded to $c \geq 0$ (in line with Foster [32]).

Our results further reveal that under a narrow range of conditions (probably depending on MOI) the Rex system rather induces dormancy than suicide (figure 2a, E. coli $\lambda$ frequency of approx. 95%). This phenomenon was first described by Slavcev & Hayes [23,24], who showed that a fraction of dormant cells are able to resume growth after approximately 2 days. The proximate basis of this dormancy is unknown. Furthermore, it is also unclear whether this form of dormancy is adaptive, providing direct fitness benefits, or whether it represents a by-product of selection at other traits [34–36]. While this controversy can never distinctly be resolved for past events, it seems that in the Rex system, suicide has been involved in shaping some of the other Abi systems described in bacteria [9–11]. Moreover, it might be that not all Abi systems involve active suicide (i.e. a cell expressing a trait described in bacteria [9–11]. Moreover, it might be that not all Abi systems involve active suicide (i.e. a cell expressing a trait mediated by addiction modules [37]. In combination with the sensor RexA, which is triggered by several unrelated phages [38], the system may have subsequently been coopted into an adaptive suicidal host-defence mechanism. Co-option, which is a common phenomenon in evolution [32], might have also been involved in shaping some of the other Abi systems described in bacteria [9–11]. Moreover, it might be that not all Abi systems involve active suicide (i.e. a cell expressing a trait with the purpose to kill itself). It might rather be that certain mechanisms have evolved to block phage progeny production within the host, which consequently lead to bacterial death. Such traits would however spread under the same conditions as the Rex system examined in our study.

The idea of infected hosts committing suicide in order to prevent disease transmission to healthy relatives has also received considerable attention in higher organisms. While theoretical work convincingly revealed the conditions required for host suicide to evolve [39,40], empirical work has often been criticized [41,42]. In particular, the adaptive significance of host suicide has been challenged because studies involved eusocial Hymenoptera [43–45] or clonal aphids [46], where complex life histories impeded rigorous fitness tests and the exclusion of
alternative explanations. Our findings now reveal that, owing to its low cost, altruistic host suicide might easily evolve in any organism, even when relatedness is low. Possible examples include the observation that infected social insect workers leave the colony to die in isolation (i.e. altruistic self-removal [44,45]), a behaviour that could come at negligible costs because infected individuals might be strongly compromised in carrying out worker tasks anyway.
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